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Abstract

Following the classical portfolio theory all an investor has to do for an optimal

investment is to determine his risk attitude. This allows him to �nd his point on

the capital market line by combining a risk-free asset with the market portfolio. We

investigate the following research questions in an experimental set-up: Do private

investors see a relationship between risk attitude and the amount invested risky at

all and do they adjust their investments if provided with di�erent risk levels of the

risky asset? To answer these questions we ask subjects in a between subject design

to allocate a certain amount between a risky and a risk-free asset. Risky assets di�er

between conditions, but can be transformed into each other by combining them with

the risk-free asset. We �nd that mainly investors risk attitude, but also their risk

perception, and the investment horizon are strong predictors for risk taking. Indeed,

investors do not appear to be naïve, but they do something sensitive. Nevertheless,

we observe a strong framing e�ect: investors choose almost the same allocation

to the risky asset independently of changes in its risk-return pro�le thus ending

up with signi�cantly di�erent volatilities. Feedback does not mitigate the framing

e�ect. The e�ect is somewhat smaller for investors with a high �nancial literacy.

Overall, people seem to use two mental accounts, one for the risk-free and one for

the risky investment with the risk attitude determining the percentage allocation to

the risky asset and not the chosen portfolio volatility.
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1 Introduction

One of the central questions in investing is how much risk to take; theoretically, this
question is easy to answer. According to basic �nancial theory, the e�cient frontier of
investment opportunities in a mean-variance-framework is de�ned by the capital market
line (Tobin, 1958), the line through the risk-free rate forming a tangent to the set of risky
investments. The capital market line o�ers some central insights (Sharpe, 1964; Lintner,
1965; Mossin, 1966; Treynor, 1962):

• more expected return requires the investor to take on more risk, which is de�ned
as standard deviation (volatility),

• risk and return are linearly related,

• there is one risky asset (market portfolio)for all investors - independent of the
investor's risk attitude.

All an investor has to do to �nd the optimal investment alternative is to assess his risk
attitude. Risk attitude directly leads to the allocation between the risk-free asset and
the risky asset: higher risk aversion will result in a higher proportion invested into the
risk-free asset.1

This paradigm is relevant not only from a theoretical perspective, but also has large
practical implications. According to the European MiFiD directive (European Parliament
and European Council, 2004; European Parliament and European Council, 2006), the risk
attitude of each European investor seeking investment advice needs to be assessed and
the investment alternative recommended has to be in accordance with this risk attitude.
More recently, the new European UCITS directive (European Parliament and European
Council, 2009) requires a key investor information document (KIID) for a large class
of investment alternatives: in this two page �yer risk and return have to be described,
with risk de�ned as standard deviation2 just as in the Markowitz model. All banks and
investment advisers in Europe are required to ful�ll these requirements. Two questions
follow immediately:

1. Do investors see a relation between their stated risk attitude and the amount in-
vested into a risky portfolio?

2. In choosing a simple portfolio, are investors subject to framing e�ects when given
portfolios with di�erent riskiness (i.e. volatilities)?

Let us explain the idea using a simple example: an important question in real life
is how much sugar to take in one's co�ee. In case we like to know more about peo-
ple's capability to determine the subjectively "right" amount of sugar, we could �rst ask

1Note, that the central role of risk attitude to determine the optimal portfolio is also true in other
models than the mean-variance model (see e.g. Merton, 1969).

2The volatility of returns is presented as a simpli�ed risk indicator with seven categories to which the
products are assigned to based on their historical volatility.
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if people understand the relationship between �I want to have my co�ee sweeter� and
�putting more sugar into it� (similar to question 1). Next, we would be interested in
determining the extent to which the concentration of sweetness is related to the amount
chosen, e.g. if you take sweetener (where the same amount has a higher concentration of
sweetness) instead of crystal sugar. Of course, we should be able to adjust the amount of
sugar, thus independently �nding the optimal sweetness for the co�ee. Another analogy
would be the question to what extent the size of the spoon is related to the amount of
sugar taken. In this case we should be able to end up with the same amount of sugar
and adjust for the size of the spoon. This should be the case especially if we have the
possibility of tasting the co�ee during the procedure

To answer these two research questions, we use a standard design often employed in
the analysis of �nancial decision making under risk (Gneezy and Potters, 1997; Frijns
et al., 2008; Nosic and Weber, 2010). Borrowing from the idea of the capital market
line, we ask subjects to allocate a stated amount of money between a risk-free and a
risky asset, whereas subjects were able to choose between three amounts and investment
horizons to set the investment context close to their personal circumstances. The risk-
return pro�le of the risky asset as well as the chosen portfolio provided to the subjects
by means of an interactive computer simulation which allows them to experiencing the
return distributions (cf. Haisley et al., 2011). In addition, we ask subjects to state their
risk attitude allowing us to analyze our �rst research question. To answer our second
research question we vary the risky asset subjects could invest into in a between-subject
design. One group of subjects was asked to invest into a �market portfolio�, a second and
a third another one to invest into a risky asset (about) twice or half as risky as the market
portfolio. As the assets could have been transformed into each other by combining them
with the risk-free asset, we are able to measure the in�uence of framing an asset more or
less risky on risk taking and risk judgment.
Our study is related to di�erent �elds of research. Research on risk judgments until

now has provided several insights with regard to the in�uence of risk preferences on risk
taking. We know that risk attitude is domain-speci�c (e.g. E. Weber et al. (2002);
Vlaev et al. (2009); Nosic and Weber (2010)), that is to say a risk attitude measured in
one domain (e.g. sports) is not necessarily related to a risk attitude in another domain
(e.g. the �nancial domain). Even within the �nancial domain risk attitude measured
through means of lottery decisions has been found to be less predictive for investment
decisions than a simple question about the willingness to take on �nancial risk on a Likert
Scale (e.g. Dorn and Huberman, 2005, 2010), which we hence use in our experiment. This
question not only allows us to link preferences to behavior, but also to investigate whether
investors do something sensible. Research has shown that participants often use simple
heuristics, when decisions get more complex. One famous example is known as the 1/n
heuristic - participants distribute their investments equally over the set of available assets,
no matter whether those consist mainly of stock funds or of bonds funds, resulting in
vastly di�erent risk-return pro�les in the overall portfolio (Benartzi and Thaler, 2001).
Apart from using heuristics, subjects are also very prone to general framing e�ects (e.g.
Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) in �nancial decision making. People perceive assets to be
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less risky if names are included (E. Weber et al. (2005)) and risk perceptions di�er if the
riskiness is presented in di�erent formats (e.g. Haisley et al., 2011; Diacon and Hasseldine,
2007), e.g. in bar charts versus distributions. In our setting we are able to link the
di�erent �ndings on risk judgments and perceptions to a framing e�ect on objective risk
measures, namely volatility, and analyze subjects' behavior in more detail. We focus on
individual di�erences in risk taking behavior and analyze its variation between subjects,
taking into account di�erent personal traits (risk attitude or �nancial literacy).
Subjects were recruited from the general population through newspaper articles and

radio station reports in a joint campaign with the German Consumer Protection Agency
(�Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband�). Overall, 1,958 people participated in our online
experiments; subjects had a 25% chance of being paid proportionally to their perfor-
mance.
We �nd that people are able to state their risk attitude and that this risk attitude is
strongly related to the percentage amount invested into the risky asset. Our partici-
pants on average invest 60% into the risky asset but individually vary their allocation
widely in accordance with their stated risk attitude; in addition, people act in a sensible
way. We replicate results from the previous literature: a longer time horizon leads to
riskier investments (Klos et al., 2005; Siebenmorgen and Weber, 2004), lower volatility
and lower perceived risk also result in a higher allocation to the risky asset (Nosic and
Weber (2010), E. Weber et al. (2002)).
The answer to our second research question is rather astonishing: we �nd a perfect fram-
ing e�ect. Subjects on average did not adjust for the volatility of the risky investment at
all, i.e. they take the same amount of sugar independently of its sweetness or the size of
the spoon. This is even more surprising as we interactively simulate the distribution of
the risky asset as well as the chosen portfolio, i.e. we let them taste the sweetness of the
co�ee. We also ask subjects for the riskiness of the risky asset and cannot observe any
signi�cant di�erence even if the volatility di�ers by a factor of two or four. If we only
consider participants who are more knowledgeable (higher �nancial literacy or employed
in �nancial industry) we �nd signi�cant adjustments; these adjustments are, nevertheless
still far away from resulting in portfolios with the same risk-return pro�le.
As a further test, we give to one additional group of participants another risky asset

that dominates the basic asset. The results are similar; people seem to have risk pref-
erences for their investments. However, they seem to use two mental accounts (see e.g.
Thaler, 1999) when deciding on their allocation; they divide their portfolio into �risk-free
investment� and �risky investment� and do not adjust their investment decision for the
riskiness (volatility) of the second account; results hold although we let people experience
the return distribution of their investment.
Our contribution to the literature is threefold; �rst, we combine the �ood of details

that is known about risk-attitude and risk-taking. While most papers investigate details
on the relationship between stated risk preferences, personal traits, demographics and the
chosen asset allocation, we combine these details enabling us to extend �ndings of other
studies like Benartzi and Thaler (2001) to an analysis on an individual level. Second,
we document a very strong framing e�ect and are able to analyze risk preferences and
risk taking behavior as well as its changes by changes in riskiness simultaneously. Our
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framing does not stem from manipulations that should only a�ect subjective perceptions
but results from framing of objective numbers, namely the volatility: we set di�erent
anchors in the sense of di�erent risk levels provided. However, the manipulation still
re�ects framing as the results of the decisions can be economically the same - by moving
them up and down the capital line, the portfolios we provide can be transformed into
each other. We �nd that investors are not able to ful�ll this task, even if it is central
for investing. Third, we obtained these results although subjects were given frequent
feedback in an easily understandable form. In the words of our example: Investors taste
their co�ee, but they don't adjust the amount of sugar when providing it with a higher
concentration or volume of sweetness.
Our results have major policy implications. It seems that people either do not un-

derstand the information provided or have another risk concept in mind when deciding
on their asset allocation. The concepts of randomness and probability seem to be more
di�cult than researchers and regulators think so far. Even when provided with a sim-
ulation, subjects are not able to independently evaluate the riskiness of an investment.
One possibility for solving this problem is to educate or patronize people even more:
Participants could be shown di�erent distribution functions or could be helped by being
provided with easier understandable risk indicators in the way the EU regulation is cur-
rently suggesting. We discuss these implications as well as ideas for future research in
the discussion section.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After a short literature review

(section 2) we present the design of our study (section 3). In Section 4 we address the
relationship between risk attitude and risk taking (question 1) whereas Section 5 focuses
on the in�uence of riskiness of the risky asset provided on risk taking (question 2). Section
6 summarizes and discusses policy implications and ideas for future research.

2 Literature Review

There is a large literature on how investors should choose their preferred portfolio out
of the universe of available assets versus how they do choose it. With regard to classi-
cal portfolio theory following Markowitz (1952), investors di�er only with respect to the
extent that they are trading o� return against volatility. According to the two-fund sepa-
ration theorem of Tobin (1958) all investors should hold a combination of the same risky
e�cient market portfolio and a risk-free asset, whereas the actual split is determined by
the individual's risk attitude. Empirical �ndings show, however, that investors' behavior
in practice is di�erent. A phenomenon known as the equity premium puzzle (Mehra and
Prescott, 1985; Benartzi and Thaler, 1995) describes that the low participation rate in
stocks markets cannot be explained by investors' risk aversion taking the strong out-
performance of stocks over bonds into account. Canner et al. (1997) �nd in their study
that investors additionally are not advised to allocate their money between a risky and
a risk-free fund, but instead to adjust their bond to stock ratio dependent on their risk
attitude; this contradicts classical �nance theory, as they vary the composition of the
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risky asset and not the allocation between the risky and the risk-free asset).3 In our
study, an asset-allocation decision in line with the fund separation theorem is presented.
Subjects face a trade-o� between risk and return by having to allocate an endowment
between a risky and a risk-free asset. We then analyze how investors in general determine
their point on the capital market line as well as the e�ect of setting di�erent starting
points on this line by providing di�erent risky assets.
The literature shows that people do not always act in accordance with classical �nance

theory; this does not mean, however, that they behave randomly. Risk taking can be
explained and predicted by various factors (Frijns et al., 2008). The literature has shown
that these factors are driven more by subjective beliefs and expectations than by objec-
tive risk indicators (see e.g. Sarin and Weber, 1993; Jia et al., 1999). Two of the key
explanatory variables in those behavioral models are risk attitude and risk perception.
The in�uence of these traits varies tremendously dependent on the situational context
and the domains they are assessed in. Risk attitude itself has been found to be a quite
stable construct over time (Sahm, 2007; Baucells and Villasís, 2010; Nosic and Weber,
2010; Klos, 2011); however, it varies across domains (E. Weber et al. (2002)). Even
within the �nancial domain, risk attitude changes, as evidenced for instance by the fact
that preferences elicited with the help of lotteries di�er from those elicited in a portfolio
choice setting (Vlaev et al., 2009; Nosic and Weber, 2010). We hence use self-assessed
risk attitude measured by a simple question asking for the willingness to take �nancial
risk; simple questions have been shown to be predictive for �nancial risk taking (Kapteyn
and Teppa, 2009; Dorn and Huberman, 2010). Risk perception, on the other hand, is
not a stable trait, but instead in�uenced by various factors and seems to mediate the
relationship between risk taking and contextual factors (e.g. Sitkin and Weingart, 1995;
Sitkin and Pablo, 1992). Studies have shown that measuring risk perception and risk
attitude results in greater cross-situational stability of risk preferences (E. Weber and
Milliman (1997); E. Weber et al. (2002)) and therefore improves explanatory power. In
this study, both variables are used to address the �rst research question.
Apart from the in�uence of personal traits and preferences, risk taking depends on

the decision context. There are two phenomena documented in the literature which can
serve as an explanation for our results: the �rst is known as anchoring and adjustment,
the second is known as framing. Anchoring and adjustment means that subjects start
with an initial value (anchor) and come to their �nal decision by means of an adjustment
in either direction, based on additional information and further thinking. However, this
adjustment is mostly insu�cient and the �nal decision depends strongly on the anchor
which has been set, for example by a certain presentation format, the formulation mode,
or the elicitation mode (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). Anderson and Settle (1996)
analyze portfolio choice decisions and �nd that anchoring is one possible reason for the
�nal choice; they provide both annualized returns and ten-year returns for a ten-year
investment horizon and �nd that the adjustment for the di�erent returns (yearly vs.

3Apart from that it has been known for some time, that investors do not construct their market portfolio
optimally when provided with multiple assets (Kroll et al. (1988b,a); however the construction of the
market portfolio is not the focus of our study.
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ten-year) is insu�cient. This is di�erent from our experiment as we use another form of
anchor: subjects start with di�erent risky assets.
A decision frame is described as �the decision-maker's conception of the acts, outcomes,

and contingencies associated with a particular choice� (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981).
A di�erent framing of the same decision problem can have an in�uence on preferences
and behaviour. Inconsistent reactions to di�erent decision frames have been observed
in several studies. Diacon and Hasseldine (2007) for instance show for example that
risk perception is in�uenced by the presentation format (past return information as fund
values versus percentage yields). In our experiment three risky assets are considered, all
of which could be transferred into each other by the participants; subjects are hence in a
similar decision context. The assets are each a combination of the risky and the risk-free
asset, with only the part already invested into the risky asset di�ering.
Our analysis is also related to the literature on heuristics in decision making. Naïve

diversi�cation (Benartzi and Thaler, 2001) describes investors' allocations in retirement
plans. The authors show that, on average, investors divide their contributions evenly
between the di�erent funds o�ered in the plan. As a consequence, the riskiness of the
portfolio depends strongly on the riskiness of the products o�ered - a higher fraction
of equity funds compared to bond funds for instance results in a higher portfolio risk:
investors investing in a stock and a bond fund (not labelled as such) on average allocate
54 percent to the stock fund; investors investing in a balanced fund (with substantial
lower volatility compared to the stock fund) and a bond fund allocate 57 percent to the
balanced fund. In our study, a simpler decision context (the choice between a risky and a
risk-free investment) is analyzed; furthermore, instead of the group level, the individual
level is analyzed in our study.
We additionally investigate whether the e�ects found are mitigated by �nancial knowl-

edge. Kaustia et al. (2008) �nd that students are more prone to anchoring than profes-
sionals and that this e�ect is diminished for students with stock market experience that
have taken �nance courses. While the authors show that the anchor e�ect can be at-
tenuated by experience, the e�ect itself is observed across all groups of participants. In
accordance with these results, Müller and Weber (2010); Campbell (2006); Calvet et al.
(2007) �nd that more �nancially sophisticated households and individuals invest more
e�ciently. We control for �nancial literacy, for stock market experience and for whether
participants work in the �nancial industry.

3 Data

3.1 Experimental Task

In our study, participants were asked to allocate a certain investment amount between a
risk-free asset and a risky asset. Figure 1 gives a graphical overview of the experimental
design.

Insert �gure 1 here.
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At the beginning of the experiment, participants had to choose an investment amount
(either e 5,000, e 50,000, or e 100,000) and a time horizon (either one, �ve, or ten years).
When pretesting the design with a �xed investment environment, several participants
reported that the investment context was not familiar as the investment amount was
too high or too low or the investment horizon was too long or too short. Consequently,
participants were allowed to choose a decision context that was as close as possible to
individual circumstances. All participants choosing the same time horizon received the
same risk-free asset, whose return was based on the actual interest rates for time deposits
in July 2010 when the experiment was conducted (see table 1).

Insert table 1 here.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of six di�erent treatment conditions. The
conditions presented di�ered in the risk-return pro�le of the risky asset; the di�erent
risk-return combinations are summarized in table 2.

Insert table 2 here.

The focus of the analysis is on the �rst three conditions (referred to as the �main

conditions�) whose risky assets are easily comparable. The three remaining risky assets
are used for additional ancillary analyses and robustness checks (�ancillary conditions�).
The risky assets in the main conditions all approximately lie on the same line in a µ-
σ-diagram which means that they can theoretically be transformed into one another
by combining them with a risk-free asset. The �rst risky asset is based on historical
monthly returns of the German stock index DAX from 1973 to 2009. Subjects are not
told that they face the DAX but instead only about a diversi�ed fund. The no-name
DAX condition is referred to as the �basic condition� or as the �basic asset�.
The second and third assets are also based on the returns of the DAX; they nearly lie

on the same line in the µ-σ-diagram; their return distributions are constructed from the
DAX returns by combining the DAX with a risk-free asset. As compared to the basic

asset, the second asset's return and risk are reduced by replacing some of the DAX's
share with this risk-free asset; the resulting condition is referred to as the �de-levered

condition� or the �de-levered asset�. The third condition's return and risk are increased
by lending at the respective risk-free rate and increasing the DAX's share above 100%
(�levered asset� or the �levered condition�).
We decided to use the historical Frankfurt Interbank O�ered Rates (FIBOR) as the

risk-free asset.4 For every month, a new return is computed by combining the historical
FIBOR with the historical DAX return. There are three possibilities: an arbitrary
percentage combination (e.g. 50% DAX and 50% FIBOR), a target volatility for the
resulting asset that implicitly determines the percentages, and a target return for the

4For the return of the risk-free asset used, one has to decide between a �xed rate and historical risk-
free returns that �uctuate over time. Historical interest rate �uctuations may not be independent
from historical DAX returns, e.g. both risk-free returns and stock returns were very high after the
reuni�cation of Western and Eastern Germany. Additionally historical returns are more realistic as
investors could really have faced these returns.
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resulting asset that determines the percentages. Note that the exact standard deviation
and the exact return of the resulting market portfolios do not matter as long as they di�er
su�ciently from the ones of the basic asset. The standard deviation of the dominating
asset described later has been chosen as the target value for the de-levered asset and
its return has been chosen as the target value for the levered asset. Both of the assets
constructed are comparable to the basic asset as they share a common distribution of
stock returns. Subjects can approximately transform one into the other by combining it
with the risk-free asset they are provided with.
The three ancillary conditions (see table 2 for an overview) are used to test the robust-

ness of our results and to investigate interactions with known phenomena. The �rst of
these additional risky assets dominates the three assets described above as it has a lower
risk and/or a higher return than the main assets. We refer to this asset as the �domi-

nating asset� or the �dominating condition�; it's risk-return pro�le is based on historical
returns of �the world portfolio� described by Jacobs et al. (2010). The second ancillary
condition shares the return distribution of the dominating asset but participants receive
additional information on the asset; they are told that they face a world index invested
into common stock (60%), bonds (25%), and commodities (15%). It can be inferred
from this information that the asset is broadly diversi�ed. The third ancillary condi-
tion shares the return distribution with the basic condition. Additionally, participants
in the �DAX (name) condition� are told that they face the DAX and that the DAX is a
pure stock index which contains the 30 largest German companies according to market
capitalization.
Having been assigned to one of the six conditions, subjects were informed about the

return of the risk-free asset and about the risk-return pro�le of the risky asset separately
before taking an allocation decision. Information about the potential returns of the assets
was provided via a risk simulation tool.

Insert �gure 2 here.

This risk tool has been introduced in a study conducted by Haisley et al. (2011) and
has been developed to communicate asset risk with the help of experience sampling and
graphical displays. Haisley et al. (2011) show that the use of the risk tool in comparison
to the use of other methods for presenting asset risk (description, distribution graphs, and
pure experience sampling) leads to greater recall abilities and subjective comprehension,
higher risk taking without any increase in decision regret, and less reactivity to either
positive or negative variations in returns. The risk tool works as follows: Participants see
the expected returns and potential outcomes of their investment on a graphical interface.
With a single line indicating that the return is guaranteed without any variance, they
are �rst shown the return of the risk-free asset before they are shown the expected return
and variance of the risky asset. The program randomly draws potential returns out of
the underlying distribution (see �gure 2(a)). The whole distribution is built up bit by bit
with each draw contributing to a distribution function on the screen. It is explained that
a higher bar in the distribution re�ects a higher probability for the respective outcome.
Participants are allowed to sample for as long as they want (at most until the entire
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distribution is built up), but they are required to sample at least sixteen draws (eight in
a slow mode, eight in a fast mode). The picture of the full distribution that is shown at
the end of the simulation includes markers at the amount invested and at the expected
outcome highlighting this key data (see �gure 2(b)). The return scale shown in the
distribution diagram is the same for all conditions with the same investment amount
and the same time horizon, meaning that a person assigned to a condition with a riskier
asset will also see a more widespread distribution function.
After the illustration of the two assets, participants are asked to choose an initial

allocation between the two assets; they are told that they will have the possibility to
adjust this allocation afterwards. The percentage allocation can be chosen from the range
of 0% to 100%; lending, which would lead to an allocation above 100%, is not allowed.
Most private investors have the possibility to take on credits and loans, so it might make
sense to allow this; however, as subjects already face a complex decision, we have decided
not to complicate it any further by adding a lending possibility. Additionally, investors
are often advised against buying risky assets on loan; for that reason, even subjects
that would have understood the design, might have been reluctant to take out loan,
thus a�ecting the results. While these problems are circumvented by omitting a lending
possibility, the results do not lose generality (this issue is considered in more detail in
sections 4 and 5).
To give subjects a feeling for the riskiness of their choice, they also see the expected

value and quantiles of the portfolio pro�le based on their chosen allocation. The two
lines incorporated into the graphical interface enclose 70% of all possible outcomes; addi-
tionally, two lines that enclose 95% of all possible outcomes are added (see �gure 2(c)).5

Analogously to the presentation of the risky asset, the portfolio resulting from the initial
allocation decision is then simulated using the risk tool. Afterwards, subjects can change
their allocation and try as many di�erent allocations as they want. When they fell that
they have seen enough information, they are asked to give their �nal allocation decision.
The participants are incentivized to state their real preferences: they are told that 500
participants will win an amazon.com gift card whose amount depends on the chosen al-
location to the risky asset. It is explained that a ��nancial market simulation� will be
run at the end of the experiment to determine the return of their investment after the
chosen investment period. It is explained that this return will be drawn randomly from
the distribution of returns and that they determine this distribution with their allocation
decision.
Subsequently, participants are asked for some personal characteristics. Participants

�rst provide their self-reported risk attitude on a 1-7 scale and answer questions on their
age, gender, education, and income.
Questions measuring subjects' knowledge, abilities, and familiarity with portfolio al-

location decisions then follow. A direct measure for knowledge is �nancial literacy; con-
sequently, the set of advanced literacy questions from van Rooij et al. (2011) is used

5If the historical returns were normally distributed, the �rst two lines would indicate the expected
outcome plus around one standard deviation and the expected outcome minus around one standard
deviation while the second two lines would indicate plus/minus two standard deviations
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to control for this e�ect. Stock market participation and employment in the �nancial
industry are also elicited.

3.2 Participants & Descriptives

Participants are recruited from the German population via articles in various German
newspapers (nationwide ones like Tagesspiegel or Börse Online as well as regional newspa-
pers), reports on various German radio stations (e.g. Deutschlandfunk), and information
from a behavioral �nance e-mail newsletter. The articles have been published following a
press release which includes a link to our on-line-experiment. The press release explains
new EU regulation on mutual funds and the description of fund risk herein. People are
o�ered a summary of their results and a classi�cation of their chosen portfolio in terms of
the seven risk buckets that are also used by the EU key investor information document.
Journalists are explicitly asked not to describe the experiment in more detail so as not
to in�uence the results. Newspaper articles and reports on the radio have been screened
for information that exceeds the information given in the press release but no further
information has been found. Overall, 2105 participants have completed the survey. Data-
points that appear to result from a person's repeated participation are manually deleted.
The resulting dataset consists of 1958 participants.
The median income range is e 30,000 - e 50,000, which �ts the German average

(e 33,700 (see table 3(a)). Around �fty-two percent are college educated (graduate-level
and Ph.D.-level), which is clearly above the German average of nearly 14% (see table
3(b)). The remaining summary statistics can be found in table 3(c). The average of
the stated risk attitude is also higher than the German average. Participants have high
�nancial knowledge on average and over eighty percent own stocks (German average:
25%). The participants are signi�cantly younger than the average German, there is a
high number of male participants, and �nancial professionals seem to be overrepresented.
While this indicates that the sample is not representative for the German population, it
does not mean that the results lose generality; all relevant variables indicate that par-
ticipants in the sample are more familiar with �nancial decision making. If there is a
selection bias, it will only lead to subjects' decisions appearing to be better/more ratio-
nal. Results indicate that even participants in this sample (who should perform better)
are not able to take consistent decisions. Nevertheless, the sample is split controlling for
such e�ects when performing analyses.

Insert table 3 here.

Investment amounts are almost equally distributed across participants (see table 4(a)).
The investment amount chosen increases with age, male gender, income, education, �-
nancial knowledge, and a preference for saving (regressions not reported). Across all
conditions almost �fty percent of participants choose a time horizon of �ve years for
their investment (see table 4(b)). The chosen time horizon increases with education, em-
ployment in the �nancial industry, lower risk aversion, participation in the stock market,
�nancial knowledge, and a preference for saving (regressions not reported). The selection
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issue for investment amount and investment horizon is addressed in more detail in the
following sections.

Insert table 4 here.

4 The Relationship between Risk Attitude and Risk Taking

Across all conditions, participants on average allocate 59.8% to the risky asset. The
distribution of percentage allocations seems to be wide spread and does not look unusually
distributed (see �gure 3). Participants show a preference for rounding to the nearest
ten percent: 25% of the participants use multiples of ten for their allocation. Similar
e�ects have been shown in the literature (e.g. Huberman and Jiang, 2004). The high
fraction of participants investing 100% into the risky asset is due to the experimental
design; whenever a participant were to prefer an allocation above 100%, he should choose
exactly 100%. Overall, the distribution pattern does not give the impression that subjects
were using naïve diversi�cation by simply investing 50:50 - only 11% of the participants
choose an allocation consistent with this kind of strategy, while Benartzi and Thaler
(2001) report numbers between 21% and 34%. Reasons for this considerable di�erence
may be found in the di�erent experimental designs: While Benartzi and Thaler (2001)
o�er a choice between a bond fund and a risky fund, we o�er a choice between a risk-
free asset and a risky fund, and while Benartzi and Thaler (2001) use �xed graphical
displays, we simulate the assets in more detail. Another reason might be the fact that
our subjects are quite �nancially literate (the e�ects of �nancial literacy will be discussed
in more detail later).

Insert �gure 3 here.

Having considered risk taking itself, we shall now focus on risk attitude as its main
explanatory variable. Participants on average report a risk attitude of 4.23 on a scale of
one to seven (1= not willing to accept any risk; 7=willing to accept substantial risk). The
mean allocation to the risky asset (i.e. actual risk taking) is monotonically increasing in
the risk attitude (see �gure 4): for instance, participants reporting a risk attitude of 2
(n=189) allocate an average of 39.6% to the risky asset, whereas participants reporting
a risk attitude of 6 (n=281) on average allocate 74.1% to the risky asset. This di�erence
is signi�cant (t468 = 15.99, p = 0.00). Out of 21 pairwise di�erences, nineteen di�erences
are statistically signi�cant (p = 0.00).6 We �nd an increasing allocation for higher
risk attitudes.7 Di�erences between risk attitudes are highly signi�cant in almost all

6The di�erence between allocations for risk attitude 6 and 7 is signi�cant with p < 0.05 and the
di�erence for risk attitude 1 and 2 is not signi�cant (p = 0.158), which is due to the small number of
participants with a risk attitude of 1.

7Except for risk attitudes 1 and 7 in the de-levered condition. The inconsistent values are driven by
outliers together with small sample sizes (5 and 14 observations respectively). Di�erences between
conditions are analyzed in more depth in the next section.
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cases.8 The correlation between allocation and risk attitude is equal to 0.455 and is
highly signi�cant (p<0.01), also implying a strong relation between these two variables.
At �rst glance, these univariate results hence support the notion that an investor's risk
attitude is strongly related to the percentage he chooses to invest into the risky asset.

Insert �gure 4 here.

In order to formally test this relationship in a multivariate setting, an OLS regression
with allocation to the risky asset as the dependent variable is used.9 The results con�rm
the �ndings of the univariate analysis and show that participants behave in accordance
with their stated preferences: risk attitude signi�cantly predicts risk taking (see table 5);
a one level increase on the risk attitude scale results in an increase of 7% in the allocation
to the risky asset (which is in line with previous �ndings, e.g. Dorn and Huberman, 2005,
2010). Additionally, investors tend to reduce their allocation to the risky asset with a
higher perceived risk, which is also in line with the literature (Sitkin and Pablo (1992);
Nosic and Weber (2010), E. Weber and Milliman (1997)): a one level increase in risk
perception of the risky asset results in an allocation decrease of 4%.
An increase in investment horizon10 or in investment amount leads to higher risk

taking, which also shows that participants do something sensible: facing a ten year
time horizon instead of a one year time horizon, the probability of receiving an outcome
below the amount invested decreases from 36.5% to 16%. The probability of receiving
a return below the risk-free return decreases from 38.5% to 31.5%.11 The free choice of
investment horizon and investment amount should not lead to endogeneity as they are
both chosen before participants have any information on the assets and before they make
their allocation decisions.12

As they di�er between conditions, the annual expected return and volatility of the risky
assets are added as further control variables; both are signi�cant predictors of risk taking.
Consistent with previous results (e.g. Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Nosic et al., 2011),
women appear to be more risk averse than men, albeit this relationship is signi�cant only
at the 10%-level. Participation in the stock market and education are also controlled for,
but these variables have no signi�cant e�ect on risk taking.13

8Only when sample sizes are low and risk attitudes are close at the same time, signi�cance vanishes.
Lets take the basic condition as an example: the di�erence in allocation for participants with the
risk attitude 1 (7 subjects) and those with risk attitude 2 (33 subjects) is not signi�cant. However
the di�erence for risk attitude 1 (7 subjects) vs. 3 (55 subjects) is signi�cant again (p = 0.01).

9As allocation is limited to the interval from 0 to 1, a Tobit regression model is used to con�rm the
results. Results do not qualitatively di�er in the Tobit model; consequently only the results of the
OLS model are described.

10Results do not change if the risk-free return is used as a control variable instead of the investment
horizon as the investment horizon determines the risk-free rate.

11Calculations are based on the historical monthly return distribution and are exemplarily calculated
for an investment of 100% to the risky asset in the basic condition.

12Nevertheless, the endogeneity issue is addressed by correlating the residuals of the regression models
on the investment amount and the investment horizon. Both correlations have a value of 0.00, which
indicates that there is no endogeneity problem.

13Regressions are checked for multicollinearity using variance in�ation factors. The maximum variance
in�ation factor of any of the explanatory variables is 1.31. This indicates that multicollinearity is not
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Insert table 5 here.

As the dependent variable is not normally distributed (due to the number of partici-
pants who invest 100% into the risky asset) Tobit and OLS regressions excluding these
observations are run (but not reported here due to space constraints); the results do not
di�er qualitatively from the results described above in any meaningful way. Overall, the
�ndings enable us to give an answer to our �rst research question: Investors do a sensible
thing, they invest more into the risky asset when they are less risk averse and when they
perceive the risk to be lower.

5 E�ects of the Risk-Return Pro�le Given on Risk Taking

Framing should not matter: participants can and should choose the same risk-return
pro�le for their portfolio across conditions by varying their respective allocations to the
risky asset. However, participants change their percentage-allocations only slightly: they
on average invest 59% into the risky asset in the de-levered condition, compared to
57% in the basic and 55% in the levered condition (see table 6) and only the di�erence
between the allocation in the de-levered and the levered condition is signi�cant (t633 =
2.24, p = 0.03); results are comparable for median instead of mean allocations. Table 6
gives a descriptive overview of the chosen allocations by condition and self selected time
horizon. While the allocation to the risky asset increases with the time horizon (compare
Klos et al., 2005; Siebenmorgen and Weber, 2004), di�erences between conditions do not
change signi�cantly.14

Insert table 6 here.

An analysis of mean allocations shows that participants slightly (but not signi�cantly)
adjust their percentage allocations. Nevertheless, it might be that even these small
adjustments between conditions lead to similar portfolios in terms of risk and return.
Figure 5 shows the di�erent risky assets given as well as the risk-return pro�les chosen in
a µ-σ-diagram, exemplarily for the �ve year horizon.15 The risky assets provided di�er in
the risk-return pro�le, but are approximately16 located on the same capital market line.
It is therefore possible to end up with a similar risk-return pro�le between conditions by
combining the risky asset with a certain fraction of the risk-free asset. If framing did

a problem.
14Di�erences between the levered and the de-levered condition are only marginally signi�cant for the

one year time horizon and not at all signi�cant for the other time horizons; as time horizon is self
selected, it might be that we �nd a selection bias in the data, e.g. that less risk averse participants
choose longer time horizons and therefore allocate a higher fraction to the risky asset. We therefore
later on control for risk attitude as well as other personal traits and demographics in a multivariate
setting.

15Results look similar for the one year as well as the ten year time horizon.
16The assets are not exactly on the same line, as we constructed the levered and the de-levered by

combining them with the historical and not a �xed risk-free rate (for further explanations, see section
3). However, changes are only marginal and the constructed portfolios di�er by far stronger from
each other than the di�erence with regard to the interest rates could explain.
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not matter, subjects would end up at the same point in the diagram by changing their
percentage allocation dependent on the condition they face. The graph shows that the
mean allocation in the de-levered condition of 56.3% for the �ve year time horizon results
in an annual expected return of 5.2% and a volatility of 6.4%. An investor desiring this
could end up with the same portfolio by investing 40% to the risky asset in the basic
condition or by investing 30% to the risky asset in the levered condition. The graph shows
a di�erent picture, however: the mean percentage allocations chosen by our participants
(51.7% in the basic condition, 54.8% in the levered condition) result in economically and
statistically meaningful di�erences between conditions in terms of both expected return
and standard deviation. The comparatively small di�erences in percentage allocation
to the risky fund between conditions are far from being su�cient to result in similar
risk-return pro�les for the portfolios. To put things into numbers, these allocations on
average result in signi�cantly di�erent portfolio volatility of 6.4% for participants in
the de-levered, 11.5% in the basic and 15.9% in the levered condition respectively (p <
0.01 for all pairwise t-tests as well as for the bonferroni post-hoc pairwise comparison
tests). In line with the �ndings of Benartzi and Thaler (2001), the risk of the chosen
allocation increases signi�cantly with the riskiness of the risky asset. Results for the
mean %-allocations suggest the existence of a severe framing e�ect.

Insert �gure 5 here.

On an individual level, allocations to the risky assets are distributed over the whole
possible range in each of the conditions. Comparing the distributions between conditions
(see �gure 6(a)), there is no evidence that similar mean allocations in the de-levered, the
basic, and the levered market portfolio can be explained by extreme values or abnormal
distribution in one ore more of the conditions. Figure 6(b) shows the distributions of
volatilities17 that correspond to the chosen percentage allocations.

Insert �gure 6 here.

Figure 6b shows that the distribution of selected volatilities becomes broader if the
provided risky asset is made riskier. In general, a broader distribution is sensible, as
participants get a broader range of possible volatilites that can be chosen in the levered
condition as for example compared to the de-levered condition.
Keeping this in mind, there should be more participants investing 100% into the risky

asset in the de-levered condition than in the basic condition, as well as more in the basic
condition than in the levered condition. However, 11% of participants invest 100% into
the risky asset in the de-levered condition, compared to 9% in the basic and 11% in the
levered condition. Looking at the chosen volatility the framing e�ect becomes even more
obvious: In the de-levered condition 11% take the highest possible risk - resulting in a
volatility of 11.4%. In the basic condition 52% take on a volatility of 11.4% or higher and
in the levered condition as much as 72% do so. Participants distribute their allocation

17The results stay the same if we plot return distributions.
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to the risky fund over the potential range independently of changes in the risk-return
pro�le of the given risky asset.
A comparison of the cumulative distribution of the observed percentage allocations

with a hypothetical distribution that would be consistent across our conditions gives
further evidence for the strength of the framing e�ect: with the basic portfolio as the
reference curve it is possible to calculate what the cumulative distribution should be in
the de-levered or the levered conditions respectively if participants wanted to obtain the
same �nal allocation on the capital market line, e.g. a participant investing 60% to the
risky asset in the basic condition would need to invest around 90% in the de-levered
condition and around 35% in the levered condition to get to the same risk-return pro�le
in his portfolio. The di�erence between the hypothetical, �rational� distributions and the
realized distributions is plotted in �gure 7(a).

Insert �gure 7 here.

The left part of �gure 7(a) illustrates what the cummulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of the de-levered and the levered conditions should look like if participants be-
haved in accordance with the observed behavior in the basic condition. The right part
of �gure 7(a) illustrates how the distribution of the chosen allocations in our experiment
actually looks like: People do not change their percentage allocation to the risky fund
if the asset gets more risky - and this is the case not only for high percentage alloca-
tions (which could be explained by a ceiling e�ect), but for the whole distribution of
allocations. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that there are no measurable di�erences
in distributions between conditions.
As an additional robustness check, �gure 7(b) shows the CDFs for participants with

a risk attitude between 1 and 4. The maximum volatility that can be chosen ranges
between 11.4% in the de-levered condition to 29% in the levered condition. Among the
participants with a risk attitude between 1 and 4, three quarters have chosen a volatility
below 11.4% and over 80% have allocated less than 75% to the risky asset). The graphs
in �gure 7(b) show that even participants with a low risk attitude between 1 and 4
(who are able to choose the same risk-return pro�le within all conditions) select similar
allocations resulting in signi�cantly di�erent risk-return pro�les. An example in numbers:
a person with a risk attitude of 2 on average chooses a volatility of 4.5% (resulting from
an allocation of 40% to the risky asset) in the de-levered condition, 7.5% in the basic
condition (37% to the risky asset) and 10.9% in the levered condition (37% to the risky
asset).
The results hold in a multivariate OLS regression analysis with allocation as well as

chosen volatility as a dependent variable. Table 7(1)shows that there is no signi�cant
change in percentage allocations induced by providing di�erent risky assets. An even
more precise measure of the framing e�ect may be obtained from a regression with chosen
volatility as a dependent variable. If framing did not matter, the dummy variables for
the de-levered and the levered conditions (the basic condition is omitted) should not have
a signi�cant in�uence; however, we �nd that both condition dummies (see table 7(2))
signi�cantly predict the chosen volatility.
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As a robustness check, results can be replicated in a sub-sample regression of partici-
pants with a risk attitude between 1 and 4 (table 7(3), the same sub-sample we used in
�gure 7(b)). Overall, an analysis on the individual level strengthens the evidence that
participants do not base their allocation decision on the riskiness of the provided risky
asset; the results of the multivariate analysis indicate that there are other objective and
subjective variables which in�uence the allocation decision.

These main explanatory variables are risk attitude, investment horizon, and risk per-
ception. Risk attitude is an exogenous variable and said to be a stable personality trait.
It signi�cantly predicts allocation as well as chosen volatility (see table 7). Risk per-
ception, however, is likely to be in�uenced by the given risky asset. If we compare risk
perception of the risky asset between conditions, we do not �nd any signi�cant di�erences:
participants on average reported a risk perception of 4.5 in the de-levered condition, of
4.6 in the baseline condition, and of 4.5 in the levered condition. This is in line with the
framing e�ect - a risky asset is perceived risky independently of changes in riskiness (i.e.
volatility).
We additionally asked participants about the portfolio risk perception of their chosen

allocation instead of the risky asset itself; results support former �ndings: portfolio risk
perception of participants who take on the same percentage allocation (e.g. allocating
between 45% and 55% to the risky asset) are not signi�cantly di�erent: 3.4 in the de-
levered condition, 3.5 in the baseline condition, and 3.5 in the levered condition. However,
the portfolio risk perceptions of participants who choose the same volatility, e.g. between
0.04 and 0.08 (and therefore face the same objective risk level), di�er between conditions
with an average of 3.34 in the de-levered condition, 3.14 in the baseline condition and 2.82
in the levered condition. The di�erence is signi�cant for the pairwise t-tests between the
levered and the de-levered condition and marginally signi�cant for the di�erence between
the de-levered and the baseline condition; the bonferroni post-hoc pairwise comparison
test shows a signi�cant di�erence between the levered and the de-levered condition; to
put it simple: portfolio risk perception depends on the percentage allocated to the risky
asset and not on the objective riskiness/volatility.

Insert table 7 here.

Overall, investors indeed do something sensible: they base their risk taking decision
on their risk preferences and their time horizon. However, the decision variable �risk�
seems to be driven by the question �what absolute amount do I wish to invest riskily�
instead of �what risk level (how much volatility) do I wish to take�. In the remainder
of this section, we will analyze the robustness of the observed framing e�ect by testing
two variations. 1. We �nd an abundance of evidence in the literature that a higher
degree of �nancial literacy improves �nancial decision making; therefore, the interaction
of �nancial knowledge and framing will be explored (Campbell, 2006; Calvet et al., 2007).
2. The framing of riskiness can be induced subjectively and objectively. For the objective
variation, an additional condition with a dominating asset is included so we can see
whether participants adjust their allocation if di�erences in risk-return pro�les become
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more obvious. For the subjective variation we include asset names for the basic and the
dominating asset to determine whether the framing e�ect interacts with more subjective
information.
Financial Literacy and Asset Allocation

To test for the framing e�ect for di�erent degrees of �nancial knowledge, the sample
is split into two sub-samples relative to the median �nancial literacy score, resulting in
sub-samples with relatively high and low �nancial literacy. Participants with a higher
�nancial literacy in general tend to invest a higher fraction into the risky asset, with a
mean allocation of 60.34% versus 53.36% for participants with lower �nancial literacy.
This is not surprising as �nancial literacy is signi�cantly positive correlated with risk
attitude (ρ = 0.30, p < 0.00). Table 8 reports the chosen allocation for the di�erent con-
ditions by �nancial literacy groups: participants with high �nancial literacy signi�cantly
adjust their allocation in the de-levered condition. The bonferroni post-hoc pairwise
comparison test shows a signi�cant di�erence between the levered and the de-levered
condition as well as between the de-levered and basic condition on the 5% signi�cance
level. Nevertheless the resulting portfolios of the high �nancial literacy group still di�er
economically: a mean allocation of 65% in the de-levered condition results in a annual
volatility of 7.4%, whereas the 58% invested in the basic and the levered condition result
in an annual volatility of 11.8% and 17.1% respectively. In the low �nancial literacy
group, a bonferroni post-hoc pairwise comparison test shows no di�erences between con-
ditions at all.

Insert table 8 here.

The uni-variate results are con�rmed in an OLS regression with allocation as the de-
pendent variable: the dummy for the de-levered condition (the basic condition is omitted)
is positive as well as signi�cant in the high �nancial literacy group (see 9 (2)) and not
signi�cant in the low �nancial literacy group (9 (1)). However, an OLS regression model
with chosen volatility as a dependent variable18 shows that the changes in allocation are
still far from resulting in similar portfolios in terms of volatility. The framing e�ect still
persists in both �nancial literacy groups (compare table 9 (3) and (4)). The results are
similar if we compare participants with stock market experience to participants without
stock market experience (correlation to �nancial literacy 0.20) or participants working
in the �nancial industry to those not working in the �nancial industry (correlation to
�nancial literacy 0.31).

Insert table 9 here.

An additional e�ect we observe in the regressions is that the in�uence of investment
horizon is only signi�cant in the high �nancial literacy group and that the e�ect of risk
perception seems to be stronger in the low �nancial literacy group, indicating that people
with higher �nancial literacy at least to a certain extent take into account objective risk
measures. If we include the volatility and the annual expected return into the regression

18Again, results do not di�er using a Tobit model.
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(comparable to table 5, not reported) the results support this idea: standard deviation of
the provided risky asset, investment amount and investment horizon signi�cantly predict
asset allocation in the high �nancial literacy group, while only standard deviation has a
signi�cant in�uence in the low �nancial literacy group.
Objective Persistence of the Framing E�ect: Dominating Asset

One reason for the overall small adjustment might be that di�erences in risk-return
pro�les are not obvious enough. We therefore analyze di�erences in allocations between
the basic asset and a dominating asset, which o�ers a higher return combined with a
lower risk. As an asset with a higher Sharpe-ratio is now provided, investors should
invest signi�cantly more into that dominating asset compared to the basic asset. We �nd
an adjustment in the data: participants on average invest 57% into the risky asset in
the basic condition and 62% in the dominating condition. This di�erence is signi�cant
(t642 = 2.14, p = 0.03).19

Insert table 11 here.

Results of an OLS regression model with allocation as a dependent variable,20 show
that the signi�cant adjustment for the full sample is driven by the high �nancial literacy
group (see table 11(2)), whereas no di�erences in allocations between the basic and the
dominating condition can be found in the low �nancial literacy group (see table 11(1)).
We do not analyze di�erences in volatility as these can be expected by construction:
the dominating asset has a lower volatility and a higher return, thus making it sensible
for participants to take on a higher or a lower volatility when compared to the basic
asset. Di�erences in demographic variables between the two sub-sample regressions can
be explained by the di�erences in participants between the two groups: in the high (low)
�nancial literacy group 92% (82%) are male, 88% (72%) are invested into stocks and
the mean risk attitude is 4.59 (3.83). Investors with high �nancial literacy overall seem
to take large di�erences in risk-return pro�les into account, while participants with low
�nancial literacy don't seem to do so on the same scale.
Subjective Persistence of Framing E�ect

The information about the risky asset in the main conditions and the dominating
asset condition was intentionally kept vague (�risky fund investing into capital markets�)
as we wanted subjects to focus on the return distribution. In two further conditions,
an additional information about the risky asset was included - the asset name. The
DAX condition has the exact same return distribution as the basic asset while the World
Portfolio condition has the same return distribution as the dominating asset. In the DAX
speci�cation, participants are told that the risky asset is a fund replicating the German
stock index (DAX), which represents the 30 largest (based on market capitalization) and
most liquid German companies. In the World Portfolio speci�cation, participants are
informed that the risky asset is a fund replicating the performance of stocks (60%), bonds
(25%) and commodities (15%) from all over the world (Jacobs et al., 2010). Consistent

19Results are similar if we compare allocations to the levered or the de-levered asset with those to the
dominating asset.

20Again, results do not change if we use a Tobit regression.
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with the literature (e.g. E. Weber et al. (2005)), participants take on higher risk if asset
names are provided (see table 10): participants on average invest 57% into the basic asset
as compared to 61% in the DAX asset and 62% in the dominating asset as opposed to
65% to the World Portfolio asset, however, the e�ect is only marginally signi�cant for the
di�erence between the basic asset and the DAX (p=0.09). Even if the in�uence on risk
taking itself is not signi�cant, results show a signi�cant change in risk perception if asset
names are included: reported risk perception in the basic condition is 4.63 in basic asset
as compared to 4.40 in the DAX asset (t-test, p=0.01) and 4.59 in the dominating asset
as opposed to 4.42 in World Portfolio asset (t-test, p=0.07). Interestingly, an objective
variation in risk (di�erent volatilities) does not change a subjective measure like risk
perception while a subjective variation in the sense of information (asset names) does.
One reason might be that the inclusion of asset names increases how familiar investors
feel with their investment; while the absolute level of risk taking increases for both named
asset, the relative di�erence between the dominating asset and the basic asset is equal
to the relative di�erence between the two named assets. The objective risk adjustment
is hence not in�uenced by the provision of asset names and results do not change if we
include control variables in an OLS regression (not reported). Asset names seem to have
an in�uence on the risk, but not on the riskiness. This �nding also holds if we analyze
our two sub-samples: participants with low �nancial literacy increase their risk taking
by 4 percentage points on average for the DAX (61% instead of 57%) and the World
Portfolio (again 61% instead of 57%) if asset names are included, but there are still
no di�erences between the two assets. Participants with high �nancial literacy increase
their risk taking by 3 percentage points for the DAX (61% instead of 58%) and the World
Portfolio (68% instead of 65%) if asset names are included, and the di�erence between the
two assets stays signi�cant (t(346)=2.93, p<0.01). The results suggest that the inclusion
of subjective information (as the asset names) does not in�uence the behavior in a way
that investors are able to judge di�erences in riskiness between the risky assets. They
instead seem to generally increase risk taking, which is likely to be induced by a lower
risk perception.

Insert table 10 here.

6 Discussion

In the current paper we analyze two research questions which are highly relevant for
private investors and have great policy implications. The good outcome of our analysis
is: investors behave more rational than they are often said to; they base their decision
on risk preferences like risk attitude and risk perception and, at least those with a high
�nancial literacy, behave in accordance to personal circumstances like their invested
amount or the planned investment horizon.
Nevertheless, we also �nd a strong framing e�ect when it comes to the overall portfolio

risk: On average participants do not change their fraction invested risky as opposed
to risk-free when the risk-return pro�le of the assets given changes. Our conclusion is
that investors seem to have two mental accounts - one for their risk-free investment,
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another one for their risky investment - with a �xed percentage allocation to each of the
two accounts in mind and disregarding the overall portfolio volatility. An adjustment
seems to be non-existent for participants with low �nancial literacy; people with a higher
�nancial literacy adjust when di�erences between risk-return pro�les of given assets get
more obvious, but their adjustment is still insu�cient.
It does not seem that these �ndings can be explained by a lack in experimental validity;

our sample size is by far larger than in comparable experiments and our participants are
assigned randomly to our di�erent conditions. As a consequence, characteristics across
conditions do hardly di�er. In the following we discuss di�erent explanations for this
behavior.
One explanation might be that investors use decision heuristics induced by the advisory

process in banks. Generally, advisers elicit the risk preferences of their customers by
asking them to state them on a scale (e.g. on a one to �ve scale ranging from 'not willing
to accept any risk ' to 'willing to accept a substantial risk in order to have the chance to

receive higher returns'). This information is then used to recommend certain investment
products to the customer. Some banks also use model portfolios in their advisory process
where the percentage allocated risky di�ers for di�erent risk attitudes. This percentage
rate is not directly related to the overall volatility of the portfolio that is constructed for
the investor. In this special case, customers are taught that the riskiness of their portfolio
is determined by the amount they invest into risky assets, but neither their riskiness nor
the overall portfolio volatility are taken into account in the �rst step. Furthermore this
process reduces complexity for the investor; it is less complicated to decide how much
to invest risk-free than to think about an overall portfolio volatility. In future research,
di�erent anchors like a maximum loss or percentage allocations suggested by investment
advisers could be compared.
Another perspective on the observed behavior is to ask whether it indeed could be

rational and is not induced by framing or anchoring - it just has the same consequences
as one would expect from the manipulation. It might be that the private investor has
another risk concept in mind. Riskiness for him is not risk measured by risk indicators,
but in a �rst step everything which is not invested safely. When it comes to asset
allocation people could think about the amount they need for sure after the investment
period and this is the amount they allocate to the risk-free asset. Even if it is not realistic
that participants lose all the money invested risky, they have only ambiguous statistics
to rely on. We know that past returns work as an indicator, but we cannot use hindsight
as foresight as it were a predictor (Taleb et al., 2009). The idea is supported by our
�ndings that participants perceive the same percentage allocation to the safe (or the
risky asset) across conditions as similarly risky - even if the objective risk in terms of
volatility di�ers signi�cantly. Additionally, we asked participants about the minimum
amount they will need after the investment horizon (not reported in the results section),
and this amount signi�cantly predicts asset allocation decisions: when a small minimum
amount is needed, participants invest a lot risky and still achieve their minimum for
sure. A medium amount leads to a small allocation to the risky asset such that they still
achieve the minimum amount for sure. If a large minimum amount is needed, investors
gamble as this is the only way to achieve their minimum amount. With this in mind,
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it might be that we need a two-stage approach to elicit participants' risk preferences
- �rst elicit the investment they need to have safe and secondly help them to allocate
their risky invested money also taking the safe money into account. Investors may be
more attentive to think about the �risky account� and realize di�erences between risky
options once they are sure that the amount they need safe has been set aside. This
is a question we want to investigate in future research. In line with that, it would be
interesting whether these results hold for di�erent investment purposes; it may be that
investors use the mechanisms described above di�erently if they invest for retirement as
opposed to future consumption they do not depend on.
Apart from their theoretical importance, our �ndings have important policy implica-

tions; they contribute to the current debate on the communication of investment risks
to investors and on the measurement of investors' risk attitude. With the heuristics we
describe, the choice of the risk-return pro�le used for the elicitation of risk preferences is
crucial. A riskier asset will lead to a lower measured risk aversion. We know from the lit-
erature that standard deviation is a concept hardly understood by private investors, even
quantitative analyst seem to fail by handling calculations correctly (Taleb et al., 2009).
Even the use of a risk simulation - which does not state the volatility, but lets investors
experience it - does not lead to major attention towards di�erent risk levels. New EU
regulations such as the European Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable

Securities Directives (UCITS) and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID), re-
quest that mutual funds must be described in detail; together with other information,
this document presents the volatility of returns as a simpli�ed risk indicator with seven
categories, which are calculated based on the historical volatility. In order to choose
from these seven categories, investors would �rst have to �nd their personal category.
Our �ndings show that the elicitation of a risk category depends crucially on the assets
chosen for the elicitation process. If a riskier asset is chosen, the average investor will be
categorized as more risk-seeking and funds from a higher category will be recommended.
The measurement of an individual's risk preference has to be standardized in order to
avoid conscious and unconscious manipulations resulting from the choice of di�erent ref-
erence assets. Further research needs to investigate whether the indicator itself can help
to better incorporate and understand information about the riskiness of an asset.
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Table 1: Interest rates for di�erent investment horizons

Investment horizon Return

One year 1.0%
Five years 2.5%
Ten years 3.4%

This table reports the interest rates for di�erent investment horizons.

The respective investment horizon can be chosen by the participants.
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Table 2: Return and standard deviation of the risky assets

Main Conditions Return Risk (st.d.)

De-levered asset 7.4% 11.4%
Basic asset 8.9% 20.0%
Levered market portfolio 11.6% 29.1%

Ancillary conditions Return Risk (st.d.)

Dominating asset 11.6% 11.4%
World portfolio (named) 11.6% 11.4%
DAX (named) 8.9% 20.0%

This table reports characteristics of the di�erent risky assets. The three main conditions

are based on returns of the German stock index DAX. The ancillary conditions include

dominating and named assets. Conditions are randomly assigned.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics

(a) Income

Income N German average

less than e 12,000 179 e 33,700
e 12,000 to e 30,000 410
e 30,000 to e 50,000 648
e 50,000 to e 100,000 402
more than e 100,000 125
no answer 194
N 1958

(b) Education

Education N Percentage sample Percentage Germany

Still in school 19 0.97% 3.25%
Hauptschule 107 5.46% 38.43%
Realschule 398 20.33% 21.42%
Gymnasium 424 21.65% 11.69%
University 864 44.13% 12.50%
Ph.D. 146 7.46% 1.07%
No response/Other 0 0.00% 11.64%
N 1958 100.00% 100.00%

(c) Other variables

Variable Mean St.D. Min. Max. German average

Risk attitude 4.23 1.37 1 7 2.24
Financial literacy 8.19 1.16 0 9 -
Age 42.17 16.99 11 109 55.44
Male gender 0.87 0.33 0 1 0.49
Stock market participation 0.81 0.39 0 1 0.25
Financial professional 0.31 0.46 0 1 -
N 1,958

Table 3(a) shows the number of participants in a certain income range. The German average is taken
from DESTATIS (2006). Table 3(b) reports the education level of participants. There is no equivalent
school in the English system for some German school types. Hauptschule and Realschule enable to
begin an apprenticeship; Realschule makes it easier to switch to Gymnasium later. Gymnasium directly
enables to attend a university. The average German percentages are calculated from DESTATIS
(2010). Table 3(c) reports summary statistics for other variables. The German averages for risk
attitude (measured on a 1-10 scale), age, and stock market participation are taken form the German
SAVE study (Börsch-Supan et al., 2009); the German average for gender is taken from DESTATIS (2010).
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Table 4: Self-selected decision context

(a) Investment amount

Investment amount N

e 5,000 771
e 50,000 734
e 100,000 453

1,958

(b) Investment horizon

Investment horizon N

1 year 521
5 years 939
10 years 498

1,958

Table 4(a) reports the number of participants who choose a certain investment amount and table 4(b)
reports the number of participants who choose a certain investment horizon.
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Table 5: Allocation to the risky asset

(1)
allocation to the risky asset

Risk Attitude 0.074∗∗∗

(0.004)

Perceived Risk of the asset provided -0.042∗∗∗

(0.004)

Investment Horizon 0.007∗∗∗

(0.002)

log(Investment Amount) -0.013∗∗∗

(0.004)

Stock market participation -0.009
(0.014)

Male Gender 0.027∗

(0.015)

Age -0.000
(0.000)

Education 0.001
(0.005)

annually return of the portfolio provided 0.756∗∗

(0.298)

annually std of the portfolio provided -0.379∗∗∗

(0.077)

Constant 0.543∗∗∗

(0.060)

Observations 1958
Adjusted R2 0.265

This table reports results of an OLS regression explaining allocation with the stated risk attitude. Per-
ceived risk, investment amount, and investment horizon also in�uence the allocation to the risky asset
in the predicted way. Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗ indicates signi�cance at the 10%-level, ∗∗ at
the 5%-level, and ∗∗∗ at the 1%-level.
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Table 6: Percentage allocations to the risky assets

De-levered asset Basic asset Levered asset

Mean Median N Mean Median N Mean Median N

All horizons 0.593 0.6 323 0.574 0.6 331 0.547 0.5 312

One year 0.55 0.55 72 0.599 0.6 79 0.48 0.5 99

Five years 0.563 0.545 160 0.517 0.5 164 0.548 0.5 137

Ten years 0.679 0.73 91 0.658 0.625 88 0.633 0.63 76

This table reports the resulting mean and median allocations to the risky fund divided by the total
endowment. Results are reported for the three main conditions across and between self-selected time
horizons. These numbers are descriptive, see table 7 for regressions controlling for other in�uences.
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Table 7: Chosen allocation and volatility

(1) (2) (3)
allocation volatility vola, risk-attitude 1-4

De-levered asset 0.013 -0.048∗∗∗ -0.041∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.004) (0.005)

Levered asset -0.020 0.046∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.004) (0.005)

Risk attitude 0.069∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.001) (0.003)

Perc. risk (asset provided) -0.034∗∗∗ -0.007∗∗∗ -0.008∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.001) (0.002)

Investment horizon 0.005∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.001
(0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

log(Investment amount) -0.008 -0.003∗ -0.003
(0.006) (0.001) (0.002)

Stock market participation 0.001 -0.000 0.003
(0.020) (0.004) (0.005)

Male gender 0.030 0.009∗ 0.009∗

(0.022) (0.005) (0.005)

Age -0.000 -0.000 -0.000∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Education 0.002 -0.001 -0.001
(0.006) (0.001) (0.002)

Constant 0.475∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗

(0.075) (0.016) (0.022)

Observations 966 966 529
Adjusted R2 0.222 0.451 0.384

This table reports OLS regressions analyzing di�erences between conditions. The basic condition is
omitted in all three regressions. The dummies for the de-levered and the levered asset show the respective
di�erence to the basic asset. Regression (1) analyzes the e�ects on �nal allocations to the risky fund
measured as a percentage of the initial endowment as dependent variable; (2) reports the e�ects on
chosen volatility. In (3) the same regression as in (2) is performed for a sub-sample of participants with
a risk attitude between 1 and 4 (on a 1-7 scale, where a higher number indicates a lower risk aversion).
Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗ indicates signi�cance at the 10%-level, ∗∗ at the 5%-level, and ∗∗∗

at the 1%-level.
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Table 8: Percentage allocations to the risky assets

De-levered asset Basic asset Levered asset

Mean Median N Mean Median N Mean Median N

Full sample 0.593 0.6 323 0.574 0.6 331 0.547 0.5 312

Low Fin. Lit. 0.524 0.5 149 0.568 0.6 155 0.516 0.5 154

High Fin. Lit. 0.651 0.675 174 0.579 0.57 176 0.578 0.6 158

This table reports the mean and median allocations to the risky fund divided by the total endowment.
Results are reported for the three main conditions across and between �nancial literacy groups. High
(low) �nancial literacy refers to the group of participants with a �nancial literacy above (below) the
median �nancial literacy score in the whole sample. These numbers are descriptive, see table 9 for
regressions controlling for other in�uences.
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Table 9: Chosen allocation and volatility for di�erent �nancial literacy groups

(1) (2) (3) (4)
alloc. low FL alloc. high FL vola low FL vola high FL

De-levered asset -0.031 0.054∗∗ -0.051∗∗∗ -0.045∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.024) (0.006) (0.005)

Levered asset -0.031 -0.009 0.041∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.025) (0.006) (0.005)

Risk attitude 0.073∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.009) (0.002) (0.002)

Perc. risk (asset provided) -0.047∗∗∗ -0.020∗∗ -0.009∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗

(0.009) (0.009) (0.002) (0.002)

Investment horizon 0.001 0.010∗∗∗ 0.000 0.002∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001)

log(Investment amount) -0.002 -0.014 -0.002 -0.003
(0.009) (0.009) (0.002) (0.002)

Stock market participation -0.006 0.008 -0.001 0.002
(0.025) (0.032) (0.006) (0.007)

Male gender 0.031 0.032 0.009 0.009
(0.026) (0.038) (0.006) (0.008)

Age -0.001 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000)

Education -0.005 0.011 -0.002 0.001
(0.009) (0.010) (0.002) (0.002)

Constant 0.543∗∗∗ 0.394∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗ 0.085∗∗∗

(0.103) (0.112) (0.023) (0.025)

Observations 458 508 458 508
Adjusted R2 0.252 0.178 0.461 0.436

This table reports OLS regressions of the chosen allocation and chosen volatility for di�erent �nancial
literacy groups. The basic condition is omitted in all three regressions. The dummies for the de-levered
and the levered asset show the respective di�erence to the basic asset. Regression (1) analyzes the
e�ects on �nal allocations to the risky fund in percent for the low �nancial literacy group (participants
with a �nancial literacy score below the median); (2) reports the e�ects for the high �nancial literacy
group (participants with a �nancial literacy score above the median). (3) analyzes the e�ects on chosen
volatility for the same sub-sample as in (1), and (4) analyzes the e�ects on chosen volatility for the
same sub-sample as in (2). Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗ indicates signi�cance at the 10%-level,
∗∗ at the 5%-level, and ∗∗∗ at the 1%-level.
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Table 10: Allocations to the basic and the dominating asset (non-named and named)

Basic Dominating Dax (named) Dominating (named)

Mean N Mean N Mean N Mean N

All horizons 0.574 331 0.617 313 0.607 321 0.645 358

One year 0.599 79 0.523 76 0.585 92 0.583 103

Five years 0.517 164 0.602 159 0.577 144 0.638 175

Ten years 0.658 88 0.739 78 0.68 85 0.743 80

This table reports the mean and median allocations to the risky fund divided by the total endowment.
Results are reported for the ancillary conditions and the basic condition across and between self
selected time horizons. These numbers are descriptive, see table 11 for regressions controlling for other
in�uences.
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Table 11: Chosen allocation for basic and dominating asset

(1) (2) (3) (4)
alloc. low FL alloc. high FL alloc. low FL alloc high FL

named named

Dominating asset 0.008 0.054∗∗

(0.026) (0.023)

Dom. asset named 0.022 0.072∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.023)

Risk attitude 0.092∗∗∗ 0.076∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗ 0.072∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.009) (0.011) (0.009)

Perc. risk (asset provided) -0.029∗∗ -0.026∗∗ -0.043∗∗∗ -0.053∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Investment horizon 0.000 0.013∗∗∗ 0.003 0.014∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

log(Investment amount) -0.011 -0.030∗∗∗ -0.010 -0.012
(0.011) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Stock market participation -0.071∗∗ -0.022 0.021 -0.033
(0.034) (0.041) (0.030) (0.038)

Male gender 0.047 0.119∗∗ -0.032 0.048
(0.035) (0.048) (0.032) (0.041)

Age -0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.000
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Education 0.011 0.030∗∗ -0.007 -0.002
(0.011) (0.012) (0.010) (0.012)

Constant 0.440∗∗∗ 0.421∗∗∗ 0.541∗∗∗ 0.536∗∗∗

(0.127) (0.131) (0.125) (0.125)

Observations 296 348 335 344
Adjusted R2 0.283 0.283 0.287 0.283

This table reports OLS regressions of the chosen allocation. The basic condition is omitted in both
regressions. The dummy for the dominating asset shows the respective di�erence to the basic asset.
Regression (1) analyzes the e�ects for the high �nancial literacy group, regression (2) the e�ect within
the low �nancial literacy group. Regressions (3) and (4) show the same analysis for the named assets.
Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗ indicates signi�cance at the 10%-level, ∗∗ at the 5%-level, and ∗∗∗

at the 1%-level.
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Figure 1: Information given and decisions taken
This �gure gives a graphical overview of the experimental design. Decisions which participants have to
take are in round boxes, the information they are provided with is in square-cut boxes.
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(a) Simulation

(b) Complete distribution after simulation

(c) Lines indicating 70% and 95% intervals

Figure 2: The risk simulation tool

These �gures illustrate the simulation tool. Figure 2(a) shows how single outcomes are drawn during
the simulation process, �gure 2(b) shows how the full distribution looks like when the simulation is
completed, and �gure 2(c) shows the lines indicating important intervals of the respective distribution.
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Figure 3: Histogram of percentage allocations to the risky asset
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Figure 4: Mean allocation for di�erent stated values of risk attitude (with 1 being the
least risky)
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Figure 5: µ− σ diagram of risky assets provided and chosen allocations
Figure 5 displays the annual expected return and the annual standard deviation of the he risky assets
provided in the main conditions, exemplarily for the �ve year time horizon. The respective triangles
re�ect the average risk-return-pro�le of the portfolios chosen by the subjects within the respective con-
dition. The portfolio returns are calculated by the percentage invested into the risky asset multiplied
with its return plus the percentage invested into the risk free asset multiplied with the annual �ve year
interest rate of 2.5%.
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Figure 6: Distributions of chosen portfolios across conditions
Figure 6(a) displays the distribution of allocation to the risky asset in % of participants over condi-
tions. Figure 6(b) displays the distribution of the resulting chosen volatility to the risky asset in % of
participants over conditions. As the maximum volatility di�ers between conditions, participants in the
levered condition could choose from a broader volatility range (0-29%) as compared to participants in
the de-levered condition (0-11.4%)
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(a) Full sample
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(b) Risk attitude 1-4 only

Figure 7: Cumulative distribution functions of percentage allocations to the market
portfolios

The left part of �gure 7(a) displays the hypothetical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of al-
locations to the risky asset. The hypothetical CDFs are calculated based on the chosen allocations to
the basic asset and re�ect how the distribution of allocations to the de-levered or the levered conditions
respectively would look like if participants chose the same portfolios (in terms of risk and return) as
in the basic condition. The right part of �gure 7(a) shows the empirical allocation - what participants
really have chosen - for all three conditions. Figure 7(b) also shows hypothetical and empirical CDFs for
a subgroup of participants with risk attitude between 1 and 4 (on a 1-7 scale, where a higher number
indicates a lower risk aversion).
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